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FARMER’S LETTER. the parasites ; this is where and when the farmer is The small farmer is, therefore, an “independent 
exploited at the point of production (not by nature small producer” (Marx) and, if be is to be classed 
but by the parasites, assisted by nature). This ex- with others at all, must be classed with that welter 
planation is not quite satisfactory to me, because it of small contractors, petty business men and what- 
seems to me that the parasites are robbing the not which ekes out an existence on the fringes of 
farmers, owing to the fact that he received no value the capitalist class.
for his product from the parasites, but neither does As to the second point, it is simply not true that 
labor get any value for the surplus labor power ex- commodities individually exchange at value. Speak- 
pended by them. Now in case you see any flaws in ing generally, sùch a thing is impossible. Theorêt- 
my explanation, I wish to have them made clear to ically, it would be a contradiction of the law of value 

Please refer my letter to the teacher of the and, in practice, the facts are against any such as- 
economic class at Vancouver,, as I should like his sumption, 
explanation on this question. Hoping to receive 
an early answer, I remain,

-I
Youngstown, Alta.,

March 14th, 1921.
*

Editor, “Western Clarion.”
?-r Pear Comrade,—I wish to ask you a question 

which I wish you would publish in the “Clanon”
«3

%
so that the ordinary farmer can understand it.

Marx says that all commodities exchange at their 
value, and that all exploitation takes place at the 
point of production. Now assuming this to be true, 
then where is the farmer exploited? Of course we 
understand where the laborer is exploited, and cap 
show how, but this qustion as to the farmer being 
exploited at the point of production is cloudy to a 
good many, even to some of the propagandists who 
have visited us ; they seem to give some kind of an 
explanation but they have not made it clear.

Taking the explanation of Marx, that all exploit
ation, takes place at the point of production, and 
that all commodities exchange at their value, taking 
that theory for granted then, where and how is a 
farmer exploited—where? Supposing the ease of 
a fayner who owns his farm and machinery and is
doing all his own work, and he raises 1000 bushels It is notoriously true that bis condition is 
of wheat ; he nàfunrtly'"hàs the full produçTbf ‘ tits ifiSn "that of any town &Boier w6o worked 
labor and consequently is not exploited as yet blow 
if all commodities exchange at their value, then 
when he sells his wheat at its value he is not ex
ploited at either one of these points^ now if he is 
not exploited as yet then where is he exploited, and 
how is he exploited at the point of production 1

P.S.—Please make this explanation as clear as 
possible, as there are a good many of the Comrades 
here who cannot give any explanation at all on this 
question.
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Commodities are bought and sold at prices which \ 
fluctuate about what Marx calls the “price of pro- j 
daction,” that is to say, the expenses of production 
plus the average rate of profit- The «effect of this 
is that in those industries, such a» agriculture, which 
have a low composition of capital, the price of pro- 

appear that the farming community is duction and, consequently, the market price of the 
discontented, and, in particular, that, the small product.is below value. On the other hand, in those '

This latter person industries which have a high composition of capital, 
loudly insists that he is being robbed and ordinary such as the manufacture of machinery, transporta- 
observation would seem to indicate that something tion, etc., the product is sold above its value. A 
is happening to him which has that effect.

F:

Your comrade,
" • . H. A. WIERTZy,

tZ Ii v:3p
“GEORDIE” EXPLAINS

It would

farmer has troubles of his own.K?

a
capital of “high composition” is one which employ»

..a high ptppotiioe-of
. ; 4

Qg6
so assid-

muously or who had the good fortune to be employed of which is to .... ^ , . sells his
so continuously. Many of him are of the opinion product below its vahurw«I pvyrfrtTlTa ifcnrf value 
that co-operation, tariff adjustment, extension of for what be buys, 
government control and credit, or some other form 
of political thimblerig will ameliotate these condi
tions.

The position of the farmer, however, is much 
worse the» this. The price of protftictkm includes

For these reasons farmers’ associations and the average rate of profit and, as we. Stoll see, the 
political parties are being formed. I am not at pre- small faptofetioes not get tins, not 6» speak of rent 
sent concerned with this aspect of the question, which, bing* form of surplus profit arising under 
except to say that it is to be expected that a class favorable circumstances, I shall, for the 
having such well defined interests would seek to neglect, 
express itself politically. What I am interested in
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I will now give you an idea how I see it, and I 
wish you wpuld send me a typed letter in which 
you would give me corrections on my explanation. 

•Z You can publish my questions above and also an-
y swer the same in the “Clarion,” but as I am contin-

_ ually arguing on the Socialist movement, it becomes 
^^cssary that I should be in a position to give a 

thorough explanation, so I am going to tell you

The small tarmer, in most cases is working at the 
is the fact that in a country such as this in which margin of cultivation, on “no rent” land and his 
the class of small farmers is so numerous the Social- capital is limited by reason of his poverty 
ist movement has had to; take an interest in the On this point Marx observes that- 
tanner question ; has attempted to explain that ques
tion in the light of Socialist doctrines, and has 
ducted a certain amount of propaganda in the farm
ing districts. •
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1“Each line of business develops . . . 

mal size of capital, which the mass of produc
ers must be able to command.......... Whatever
exceeds this, can form extra profits ; whatever 
is below this does not get the average profit.” 
—“Capital,” vol. iii., page 791).

Again on page 784 he says, speaking of differences 
in land :

. -a narco n- 1-4
jaj how I have tried to make this clear. Of course I
F bave not openly explained or tried to explain this

question, but in arguing with comrades who have 
7;. studied more or less of social philosophy, I have 
a? explained the question as follows :
\ Taking for granted that all exploitation takes—

‘ place at thè point of production, then the farmer [ , 
tir owning his farm and machinery is exploited by the I, ( 
r' parasites by the assistance of nature at the point ov 

f- production owing to the fact that his occupation is 
very uncertain, e.g., the farmer works his land and 
machine himself; and owing to the celments of the 

S . weather hé receives no returns. (Now this would

tNow, as appears from a letter published in this 
issue a certain amount of confusion has been caused 
by the fact that much of this propaganda is based 
upon certain premises which, to my mind, are fal- 

It has been represented that thdan^e? 
some sense a wage-laborer or is to be classed 

with the wage-laborer and, as such, that he is ex 
ploited at the “point of production.” It is further 
maintained that this is the only way in which he can 
be exploited, seeing that -commodities exchange at 
their values.

i*

i «3
:

"It is a mistaken assumption that the land 
in colonies, and in new countries generally, 
which can export cereals at cheaper pri<M, 
must for that reason be necessarily of a greafiE 
natural fertility. The cereals are not only 
sold below their value in such cases, but be
low their price of production, namely below the 
price of production determined by the rate of 
profit in the older countries.”
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Now, if the term “exploitation” be understood to And again, page 936:

lEpEEEEHE rHSBi
few™ 2553BSE ' ma&mi n jikvîLtl'L. rî,°n T labor-power for wages. Oo ti,, other Fw* h, owo, ^
SSL1 l,enr »“l « '= here ,h. llnd h, „orils (the bet that he haa , mortgage “
j-wher» the parasites such as lawyers, judges, sher- , , ...... -One more quotation al

le arnt colhetor,, «c. grt ,o their wo*. "7” te “ “ 1'**1 ow*“> i he S»* tue own cap- 
when the farmer «et» paid for Ms labor ,Ul ! be employs labor (intermittently perhaps), and 

Wife th#n he sells lit# commodities at their hc his product in.the^more or less) open mar- 
afe turqa the proowds of #«ch a sale over to ket. T y 7 Z■. - . ■ . ■ . • - M
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